
QUANTUM INTERFACE CORPORATION CATALOG

For sales to Corporations and Governments

I.  QUANTUM HOLOGRAM TECHNOLOGY

 Calusa Tec  - Information Transmission Product Family

 Communication Devices and Systems:

 Form Hologram (FH) Link Devices and Systems

  Quantum Hologram (QH) Communication System - A matched set of QHA that
do not use “Material” to establish a communication Link through the
Material Cause (MC).  This system is currently under development test.

  Calusa    Link   1.0 - A device that takes advantage of Quantum Holograms to
establish  a  remote  Link between  living  things  for  remote  Mind to  Mind
communication.  This device is similar to the QH Link device in the Hippo Tec
product family. 

 Form Material (FM) Link Devices and Systems

  Outcome Control  1.0 - A system that helps a corporation obtain a desired
outcome.   This  system  comes  standard  with  User  Control  Program  (UCP)
Reader 2.0.  Note: this system is similar to our Prayer Radio for individuals –
except on a larger scale.  Training is provided for this system during installation.

  Antenna Supplement - 1.0 – A matched set of PSSD devices that provides long
range, secure communication using hand held commercial radios such as the
Motorola “TalkAbout”®.   

  Bond Earth  Mars -  Instantaneous (“real  time”)  communication systems for
interplanetary travel – voice, data and audio.  



Krell Tec  - Mind Intent Protection Product Family

 Mind Intent Shield Devices and Systems:

 Babel Shield Devices and Systems  (group Mind Intent) 

  EHB Shield 1.5 - A device that protects  devices and systems from collective
M1 interface Mind Intent operations.

  
 PEAR Shield Devices and Systems  (individual Mind Intent)

  Bohr Shield 1.0 - A device that protects devices and systems from individual
M2 Interface Mind Intent attack.

  ETB Shield 1.0 - A device that protects devices and systems from M1 Interface
Mind Intent attack.

Kiris Tec  - Physical Defense and Protection Product Family

 Physical Defense and Protection Devices and Systems:

 Property Shield Devices and Systems   

  Criminal Shield 1.0 - A system designed to turn away criminals.  This system
uses a combination of  Qi Corp  devices to transmit  various messages to the
criminal mind convincing them to move to the next target.

  Crime Block 1.5 -  A compact  easy to carry  device  designed to turn away
criminals.  This device can be used in corporate vehicles to induce criminals to
pick another vehicle.

 Personnel Shield Devices and Systems

 Group  Defense  System  1.5 -  A  system designed  to  protect  a  group  of
employees from criminal assaults.  This system uses a combination of Qi Corp
devices to transmit various messages to the criminal mind convincing them to



the pick another group of victims.

  Personal Defense System 1.1 – A compact  version of  our  Group Defense
system designed  to  protect  individuals  from criminal  assault  when  they  are
traveling on company business.    

Hippo Tec  - Body Health and Diagnosis

 Physical Health and Diagnosis Devices and Systems:

Note: the Hippo Tec product family is concerned with the Hologram part of the
Human Mind-body-Hologram triad.  The body however is the interface for the
Hologram.  Any physical health benefits are purely side affects of using these
devices and systems.

Quantum Hologram Link Devices and Systems  

 Colloidal Mineral Transmitter 1.0 -  A system  that transmits the Holograms of
Colloidal Minerals to the bodies of your employees to maintain their physical
health.  NOTE: this statement has not been evaluated by the US Food and Drug
Administration.

Grow Tec  - Farming and Agriculture Product Family

 Farming and Agriculture Devices and Systems:

 Quantum Hologram Transmission Devices and Systems 

  Burbank  Signal  Transmitter  2.0 -  A system  that  allows  strong,  healthy
Holograms to be transmitted to a grove or field of trees or plants to establish
more  desirable  qualities  from one  plant  or  tree  species  to  another  species.
NOTE: this has not been evaluated by the US Department of Agriculture.

  Hieronymus Insect Shield 2.0 - A system that transmits a specific Hologram(s)
to a specific pest target.  Thus providing surgical precision pest removal from
crops.  Note: this statement has not been evaluated by the US Department of
Agriculture.  Also note this system is part of the Hero Tec family of products.



  Mineral Transmitter 3.0 - A system that transmits the Holograms of Minerals to
tired exhausted soil.  

  Sunlight transmission system 2.0 - A system that transmits the Sun's Hologram
and Quantum Energy to trees and plants that do not have sufficient sunlight
during the growing season.  Note: this system is part of the Hero Tec family of
products.

NOTE: the Agriculture Commander 3000 ® uses both QiT and QHT and is listed
separately from this catalog.

NOTE: the following 29 Tec Product Families were originally Symbolic Tec

Alphabet Tec  - Written Word Command and Control Product Family

 Written Word Command and Control Devices and Systems:

 Hand written User Control Program (UCP) Devices and Systems 

  UCP Reader 1.0 -  A device  that allows handwritten UCPs to control  other
devices and systems. 

Campbell Tec  - Diagram Command and Control Product Family

 Diagram Command and Control Devices and Systems:

 Hand and Computer drawn Device Circuit Diagram (DCD) Devices and 
Systems 

  DCD Interface  2.0 -  A system that allows hand drawn and computer drawn
and printed circuit diagrams to control device and system operation.

Air Tec  - Weather Control Product Family 



 Weather Control Devices and Systems:

 Anti Tornado System (ATS)

  ATS 2.0 - A system that allows any property to be protected from Tornadoes.
The user can deflect Tornadoes and even prevent Tornadoes from forming.

 Hurricane Shield (HS)

  HS 2.0 -  A system that allows any property to be protected from Hurricanes.
The user can deflect Hurricanes.

 Rain Cloud Maker (RCM)

  RCM 2.0 -  A system that allows any user to generate rain clouds over their
property.

 Man Made Cloud Remover (MMCR)

  MMCR 2.0 -  A system that allows any user to remove unwanted man made
cloud cover over their property.

NOTE: the Weather Commander 3000 ® uses both QiT and QHT and is listed 
separately from this catalog.

Office Tec  - Indoor Environment Control Product Family 

 Office Environment Control Devices and Systems:

 Loving, Friendly, Environment Field Generator (LFE)

  LFE 2.2 - A system that allows any indoor office space to be a “happy place” to
increase productivity.



 Stress Reduction Field Generator (SR)

  SR 1.0 - A system that allows any indoor office space to be “stress free”.  This
means that employees actually look forward to going to work each day.

Quartermaster Tec  - Storage Environment Control Product Family 

 Storage Environment Control Devices and Systems:

  Stasis Field Generator (SFG)

  SFG 2.0 -  A system  that  allows any matter  to  be preserved indefinitely  –
without decay or degradation.

II.  QUANTUM INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY

Tesla Tec  - Energy Generation and Transmission Product Family

 Non Physical Energy Transformation Devices and Systems:

 Quantum Energy Transformer (QETR) Devices and Systems

  NPE Power  Cell  1.0 -  A very  small,  compact  QETR designed  to  provide
Quantum Current inside a device that cannot be “powered” via FM Link due to
size limitations.  

  NPE Power Pack 2.4 - A small QETR designed to provide Quantum Current
to  devices within a  system that cannot be “powered” via  FM Link due to size
limitations,  where  the  NPE  Power  Cell  cannot  provide  sufficient  “onboard”
Quantum Current per unit time.  This device delivers Quantum Current to the
other  the  other  devices in  the  'S  ystem   Package'  via  standard  Reich  Coax
Cables. 



  NPE Power Station 3.0 - A medium size QETR designed to provide Quantum
Current to  devices or  systems that require more  Quantum Current per unit
time than the NPE Power Pack can deliver.  This  device delivers  Quantum
Current to the other the other devices and systems in the 'S  ystem   Package' via
standard Reich Coax Cables.

  NPE Power Plant 1.1 - Large scale QETR designed to “power” an entire site or
system with Quantum Current by FM Links or Reich Coax Cables.  This device
has a volume of 8 cubic feet.

Hologram Tec  - Hologram Health 

 Hologram Health Devices and Systems:

 Quantum Hologram Restoration, Cultivation and Conservation Devices 
and Systems

  Quantum Hologram    Recharger   (  QH  R  )  1.2 -  A device  that allows a user to
recharge their  Quantum  Holograms  by  providing  the  necessary  Quantum
Current for their  bodies.  This  device is about the same size as a standard
double door refrigerator.

  Quantum Hologram Recharger (  QH  R  )  2.0 -  A device that  allows a user to
recharge  their  Quantum  Holograms  by  providing  the  necessary  Quantum
Current for their bodies.  This device is room same size.

  Portable Quantum Hologram Recharger (  QH  R  p) 3.2 - A device that allows a
user  to  recharge their  Quantum  Holograms  by  providing  the  necessary
Quantum Current for their bodies.  This  device is about the same size as a
standard  double  door  refrigerator  –  except  that  it  can  be  taken  apart  and
reassembled for the person who lives in rental property.

  ARV Head Cover 1.0 – A cloth “snoopy hat” (similar to the Apollo Space Suite
Communications Carrier) that is a QHR for the head – that prevents Advanced
Remote Viewing (ARV) techniques by shielding the M1 Interface of the wearer.
This head cover also prevents set default operations by ETBs. 



  

Grow Tec  - Farming and Agriculture Product Family

 Farming and Agriculture Devices and Systems:

 Quantum Hologram Restoration Devices and Systems 

  Rejuvenator  1.0 -  A single  tree  or  plant  sized  QHR designed  to  provide
Quantum Energy to tired old trees and plants so they can produce again.  This
device is designed to be installed around the tree or plant.

  Rejuvenator 2.0 - A building sized QHR designed to provide Quantum Energy
to multiple tired old trees and plants so they can produce again.  This device is
designed to be installed around a grove of trees or field plants.

  Rejuvenator  3.0 -  A very  large  scale  QHR designed  to  rejuvenate  tired
exhausted  soil.   Note:  this  device works  best  with  our  Mineral  Transmitter
system.

  Lakhovsky     Disease Eliminator 2.0 - A device that allows sick trees or plants to
be healed. 

NOTE: the Agriculture Commander 3000 ® uses both QiT and QHT and listed 
separately from this catalog. 

 Space Tec  - Propulsion and Life Support Product Family

 Life Support Devices and Systems:

 Quantum Hologram Restoration, Cultivation and Conservation Devices 
and Systems

  Quantum Hologram    Recharger   (  QH  R  )  1.2 -  A device  that allows a user to
recharge their  Quantum  Holograms  by  providing  the  necessary  Quantum
Current for their  bodies.  This  device is about the same size as a standard
double door refrigerator.



  Propulsion Devices and Systems:

 Quantum Energy Transformer and Drive Devices and Systems

  Quantum Energy Drive (  QED  ) 1.0 -  A system of  devices  that provides safe,
unlimited, clean and reliable NPE powered propulsion for space vehicles.

  Pawlicki Impulse Drive 2.0 - A device  that provides reliable “infinite specific
impulse” for space vehicles. 
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